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Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet Draft.  Internet Drafts are working
   documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its Areas,
   and its Working Groups. Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet Drafts.

   Internet Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six
   months.  Internet Drafts may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by
   other documents at any time.  It is not appropriate to use Internet
   Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as a
   "working draft" or "work in progress."

   To learn the current status of any Internet-Draft, please check the
   "1id-abstracts.txt" listing contained in the internet-drafts Shadow
   Directories on:

         ftp.is.co.za (Africa)
         nic.nordu.net (Europe)
         ds.internic.net (US East Coast)
         ftp.isi.edu (US West Coast)
         munnari.oz.au (Pacific Rim)

1. Introduction

   This memo is intended to provide a means for "IP Clustering" across
   multiple servers. It is meant as an improved alternative to the
   various solutions already attempted by the IETF DNS Working Group.

2. Background

   The notion of "IP Clustering" for distributing load to multiple
   server machines has already been foray-ed by the various DNS methods
   mentioned or described in RFC 1794 [1]. The basic drawbacks for all
   these methods are the same:

     * short or zero TTL for DNS records - this is not intended by
       the DNS specification and incurs a few unpleasant consequences;
     * heavy DNS traffic - since secondary or non-authoritative DNS
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       servers cannot effectively cache the data, all these methods
       generate heavy DNS queries across the global Internet, bombarding
       a chain of servers in the name space;
     * potentially high delay - if any server in the DNS chain experiences
       outage or bottleneck, the response to the initial query would
       be significantly delayed as an alternate DNS server may be required
       to process the query.
     * the primary DNS server becomes the single point of failure - since
       the TTL is very small or zero, outage of the primary server for
       even a small period of time results in failed DNS lookup;
     * easier to spoof - a DNS record can be easily "spoof-ed" to mislead
       a client to a bogus host name to IP address mapping;

   and among other drawbacks that are method specific. In short, these
   DNS methods solve one problem that may be beneficial to a single site,
   but create another that can be quite undesirable for the Internet at
   large. (Just imagine what would happen if every website decides to
   implement a DNS method for distributing its web traffic.)
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   Clearly, it is imperative and highly desirable that an alternative
   solution be established that does not suffer the same drawbacks
   discussed above, and yet the new solution not introduce a new problem
   equal in its severity to the network at large.

3. The Alternative

   The nature of IP load balancing requires that for a given IP host name,
   typically a network server, the data traffic and thus the processing be
   actually distributed among several server machines, with some control.
   This idea of a "virtual server" provides transparent services to
   a remote client. The virtual server itself consists a number of host
   machines, or cluster members, each performing a set of services.
   In a true cluster environment, a cluster member performs a set of
   services or functions that may be different from that of another member
   within the cluster.

   Similar to all the DNS load balancing methods, the alternative solution
   described in this memo assumes symmetric host processing. Namely, the
   so-called "IP Cluster" consists of a number of cluster members each of
   which performs the same set of services (although strictly speaking,
   it does not have to be necessarily so).

   The alternative solution does not rely on the dynamic host name to IP
   address mapping. Instead, it relies on the concept of a "Virtual IP (VIP)
   Address". This VIP address is configured as the host IP address
   (preferably the secondary address) for all cluster members. Each
   cluster member is directly connected to a unique router interface port,
   much like an Ether-Switch configuration, topologically.

   The VIP address appears to the outside world as just another unique
   IP address, with the usual DNS host name to IP address mapping in
   the traditional static sense. To each of the IP cluster members, it
   thinks that this VIP address is its globally unique host address
   (primary or secondary).

   However, this VIP address appears very differently to the IP router
   to which all the cluster members are directly connected to. With
   careful and deliberate choice of the VIP address (e.g., xx.xx.xx.253
   for a Class C network), and with the appropriate subnet (or variable
   subnet) mask enabled in the router interface ports, this unique host
   IP address is in effect a broadcasting address as for as the router
   is concerned. Consequently, upon receiving an IP packet with destination
   address equal to this VIP address, the router will attempt to, assuming
   configured properly, broadcast to all its relevant interfaces with this
   IP packet.
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   Each of the "broadcasted" interface, however, is configured with a
   simple filter. This simple filter basically filters on the IP source
   address of the incoming packet. Thus with each interface filter
   permitting only a unique and non-overlapping portion of the IP address
   space to route through, we have effectively achieved high-performance
   "IP Switching".

   Furthermore, since this portioning of the IP address space can be
   well controlled by each interface filter's bit-masking and wild-carding,
   load balancing can be accomplished now with respect to CPU, memory,
   IO, or all of the above, depending upon the application nature of
   the IP cluster.

4. A Scalable Model

   The IP clustering model described in this memo scales very well.
   Physically, the "Virtual IP" clustering is limited only by the number
   of router interface ports. In terms of performance, the scalability of
   this model is limited mostly by network bandwidth technology and
   the router performance which is usually orders of magnitude greater
   than a workstation server's ability to deliver the same data throughput.

   In short, this IP clustering model should scale quite linearly.

5. Implementation

   My initial prototype is based on a Cisco 2500 series machine with
   a number of SunSparc, SGI, and Linux workstations. When all goes well,
   the actual deployed system for production will consist of a Cisco
   4500-M with one FDDI card and a 6-port Ethernet card, possibly also
   a serial card (this clustering model can span across a WAN via serial
   ports). Each Ethernet port on the router will be connected to
   a single SGI or SunSparc server. The FDDI interface will be plugged
   into a ring with a number of Oracle database servers that support
   the applications running on the IP cluster. The FDDI ring also houses
   a 7500 series Cisco router for connecting to the global Internet.

   I will be using Class C addresses for the Virtual IP Switching. The
   actual application of this Virtual IP Switch (or Cluster) is for,
   not surprisingly, a heavily visited World Wide Web site.

6. Fault Resilience and Fault Tolerance

   Fault Resilience (FR) here means the ability of the IP cluster to be
   able to

     * automatically redistribute its parallel server processing in
       the event of any single cluster member (i.e., server machine)
       failure, AND
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     * automatically restore to the normal parallel processing once
       the failed server has recovered (by whatever means), AND
     * not drop any existing TCP connections as a direct result of this
       Fault Resilient redistribution and restoration process.

   The IP clustering method described in this memo should be able to fully
   support all the above requirements. There are a number of viable
   implementations, however; and I shall briefly describe the basic concept.

   Essentially what needs to be done here to achieve FR is similar to
   what is done in a "classic" cluster environment. Each cluster member
   monitors the health and status of the other cluster members. When
   a failure is detected, each monitoring member (which means all but
   the failed machine) automatically enables itself to support a portion
   of the services or functions that it is configured to assume for that
   failed cluster member. When the failed cluster member becomes alive
   again (usually through a heartbeat), all other cluster members will
   fall back to their normal mode of processing.

   While I will not delve into all the relevant issues of building
   a Fault Tolerant (FT) IP Cluster, suffice to say, however, with this IP
   cluster model, one may easily build a Fault Tolerant IP Cluster
   against any single point of host-or-network failure within the cluster.

7. Performance

   As already discussed in Section 4, the IP clustering method described
   in this memo should be extremely fast. The so-called IP cluster here is
   essentially an IP Switch (as opposed to an Ether or FastEther Switch),
   with each cluster member taking full advantage of the underlying
   medium without the usual network contention.

   Assuming that one is to configure a super IP Switch with maximum IO
   ports and each port is connected to the highest bandwidth technology
   and server machine available, the only issue with regard to performance
   then is the router's routing capability, particularly the router's CPU
   required to perform the interface filtering.

   We can rest assured, however, that this interface filtering or the
   router's routing performance cannot realistically be an issue for
   two reasons. Reason one, because of bit-masking and wild-carding, each
   interface filter list should be very short and compact. (I don't see
   more than six lines in each access list unless the same router is
   also used for firewalling, etc.) Reason two, long before one reaches
   such routing performance issues, any reasonable organization would want
   to add a second router into the same IP cluster. The VIP clustering
   model supports multiple routers as an integral part of a single IP
   cluster. In fact, building such an IP cluster with multiple routers
   is one step towards building a fault-tolerant IP cluster.
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   One question remains: How good is the load balancing scheme based on
   the IP source address filtering, which if not good, would defeat a
   lot of this high-performance talk. I would assert: pretty good,
   especially if the client base is very large (which is exactly what
   this memo is intended to accomplish to begin with).

   This is simply a basic principle of statistical analysis: when you
   have a large number of statistical samples, with each sample behaving
   randomly and wildly, the overall statistical distribution is often
   predictable and well behaved. In fact, the larger the number, the more
   predictable and better behaved the statistical envelope would be. Thus,
   this statistical property works greatly in favor of this memo's intent
   to use the IP cluster to support very large client base.

   The above statistical analysis simply means that a given IP cluster
   does not require fully dynamic load balancing per IP packet.
   In fact, a truly dynamic load balancing scheme on per packet basis
   would adversely affect the performance of such an IP cluster. How
   often (e.g., once a day, once a week) and what (e.g., CPU, memory, IO)
   the load balance sampling and analyzing should be performed in order
   to periodically re-tune the router access filter lists is beyond the
   scope of this memo, of course.

8. Security Considerations

   While the DNS methods for IP clustering relies on dynamic host name
   to IP address mapping, which can easily be "spoof-ed", the Virtual IP
   method does not suffer the same level of security issues for the
   simple reason that it is more difficult to spoof (and spoof it well)
   the routing topology of the Internet than to spoof a DNS record.

   Additionally, this Virtual IP method described in this memo does not
   preclude any security schemes that are available under a non-cluster
   single server environment, firewalls included.
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